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The photodissociation reaction of the molecular iodine:arene charge-transfer (CT) complex into an iodine
atom and an iodine atom-arene fragment has been investigated using femtosecond pump-probe, resonance
Raman, and molecular dynamics simulations. In the condensed phase the reaction proceeds on a time scale
of less than 25 fs, in sharp contrast to the gas phase where the excited state lifetime of the complex is about
1 ps. Since little CT resonance enhancement is found in Raman studies on the I2-stretch vibration, it is
concluded that rapid curve crossing occurs from the CT state to a dissociative surface. Of particular interest
is the finding that the polarization anisotropy of the iodine atom:arene (I:ar) photoproduct decays on a time
scale of 350 fs both in pure arene solvents as well as in mixed arene/cyclohexane solutions. This latter
finding rules out that secondary I:ar complex formation is the main cause of this ultrafast depolarization
effect. The initial polarization anisotropy is found to be 0.12 in pure mesitylene and 0.34 in mixed
mesitylene/cyclohexane solutions. Semiempirical configuration-interaction calculations show that, except for
the axial CT complex, the transition dipole is aligned almost parallel to the normal of the arene plane. The
oscillator strength of the CT transition is found to be maximal in the oblique conformation with the I2 molecule
positioned at an angle of about 30° with respect to the arene normal. This iodine angular dependence of the
oscillator strength leads to photoselection of bent I2:ar complexes in pump-probe experiments. Molecular
dynamics simulations confirm earlier findings that the I2:benzene complex is a fragile entity and that it persists
only for a few hundred femtoseconds. These simulations also provide the proper time scale for the decay of
the polarization anisotropy. The fact that the photoproduct experiences a substantial torque in the dissociation
process explains the absence of a cage effect in this reaction.
1. Introduction
One of the main challenges in the field of femtosecond
reaction dynamics is the understanding of how ultrafast chemical
reactions are affected by their environment.1 In the past decades
seminal experiments were performed on reactions in solutions
and in small clusters aimed at, for instance, understanding of
the “cage effect”2 and of the cooling process3 of reaction
products. Often an inert gas solvent was taken4 to minimize
effects caused by solvent-molecule vibrations or by intermo-
lecular interactions. Another advantage of studying reactions
in a noble gas environment is that the solute-noble gas potential
is well-known,4 in contrast to the interaction potential between
a solute and more common solvents. In biological systems the
reaction medium is a protein. Study of protein dynamics is
important as it can provide insight into the microscopic
proceedings of a biochemical reaction.
A better grasp of solvent and protein dynamics is particularly
relevant for electron-transfer reactions. Electron transfer is
crucial to the process of photosynthesis,5 DNA repair,6 and
photovoltaic solar cells.7 In these reactions the sunlight drives
an ultrafast charge-separation reaction at the donor site after
which the liberated electron is transferred, often in a sequence
of steps, to an acceptor, where the free energy is utilized in a
chemical reaction. In simpler donor-acceptor systems, for
instance, intramolecular or bimolecular charge-transfer (CT)
complexes, the excited CT state is often short-lived.8
In certain charge-transfer complexes the electronic charge
distribution in the ground state is only weakly perturbed. Yet,
on optical excitation electron transfer determines the reaction
path. An example of this type of charge-transfer complex
presents the iodine molecule:arene (I2:ar) system. In this
celebrated charge-transfer complex, a new absorption appears
in the near-ultraviolet that is not present in either the donor
(arene) or the acceptor (iodine). On optical excitation of the
CT band of the I2:ar complex, a photochemical reaction occurs.
The ensuing photochemistry is particularly simple; it involves
the breaking of the iodine-iodine bond and the formation of
two radical fragments: an iodine atom and an iodine:arene (I:
ar) complex.
About 50 years ago, Benesi and Hildebrand9 were the first
to report on the ultraviolet absorption of the I2:benzene complex,
and since then the understanding of its spectroscopy and
photophysics has been a continuing challenge. The newly
formed absorption band in the near-UV was explained by
Mulliken10,11 in terms of a CT excitation, whereby an electron
is transferred from the donor D (an arene) to the acceptor A
(I2):
Although all this was established nearly half a century ago,
the exact nature of the CT complex between I2 and arene is by
no means clear. The first Raman studies of I2 in various arenes12
seemed to indicate that the complex is not well defined, and it
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+ +was therefore postulated that I2 can have weak CT interactions
with one or more arene molecules at the same time. A later
Raman study by Besnard et al.,13 performed over a broader
temperature range, showed that two separate I2 species exist in
liquid benzene, assigned to “free” I2 and I2 bound to benzene.
The reason that this exchange effect went unnoticed in the earlier
study12 is that the two iodine species interchange very rapidly
at room temperature; a lower-limit lifetime of 0.7 ps was
obtained.13
Meanwhile, the complex was also studied in argon matrices14
at 77 K. From the infrared and Raman absorption spectra, it
was concluded that the point group of the I2:benzene (I2:ben)
complex is C6V. This means that at least at low temperatures
the complex has a well-defined structure, with the I2 molecular
axis coinciding with the 6-fold symmetry axis of benzene; this
structure is denoted as “axial”.
Computational studies on the I2:ben complex indicate that
the complex is rather weakly bound. An early ab initio study15
predicted a low binding energy, 678 cm-1, which amounts
roughly to 3kT at room temperature, thus favoring the view of
a bound, but short-lived, complex. However, a semiempirical
molecular orbital calculation16 gave a much higher value for
the binding energy: 6400 cm-1. Both studies15,16 agreed that
the axial conformation is more stable than the “resting” structure,
where the I2 molecule lies parallel to the benzene ring.
The binding energy of the complex in a molecular beam17
was measured to be 770 cm-1. Since the ab initio calculated
binding energy15 agrees well with experiment, Danten et al.18
used these results in a molecular dynamics calculation of I2 in
liquid benzene. With this parametrization, however, no well-
defined I2:ben species, either axial or resting, were identified
in the simulations. One must conclude that there is always a
broad distribution of molecular configurations in solution. This
situation then corresponds to the so-called CT-contact limit,
where the donor and acceptor of the CT pair are close to each
other without being tightly bound. CT-contact pairs have been
identified with certainty in the system iodine atom:alkane.19
In the past the photochemistry of I2 in complex-forming
solvents has been studied with microsecond,20 picosecond,21-23
and femtosecond24 resolution. Pump-probe measurements on
I2 in arene revealed microsecond-lived transients,20 which can
be assigned to CT complexes of iodine atoms and arene
molecules.23 Picosecond pump-probe studies21,22 showed that
for each dissociation event of an I2 molecule, two I:ar complexes
are formed within the time resolution of the experiments. No
other dynamics, such as geminate recombination, could be
observed. In pump-probe experiments on the CT band, a
second dynamical process was also found. This picosecond-
lived transient was attributed by Hilinsky and Rentzepis to the
charge separated I2
-:ar+ complex.22 Its decay was attributed to
charge recombination.
Recently, we published a Letter on femtosecond pump-probe
studies of I2 in liquid mesitylene and toluene.24 One of the
remarkable observations was that immediately after excitation,
the absorption transient was shown to have the spectral content
of the I:ar complex, which is one of the photoproducts. For
excitation into the CT band, the photodissociation of I2 in the
I2:mesitylene (I2:mes) and I2:toluene (I2:tol) complexes thus
proceeds within 25 fs. The ultrafast decay of the polarization
anisotropy and its low initial value also puzzled us. To explain
these observations, we assumed that the CT complex in its
transition state is strongly bent along the I-I-mesitylene axis.
When an iodine molecule dissociates in this state, one of the
iodine atoms moves toward the benzene ring, thereby forcing a
rotation of the I:mes product. A second photochemical channel
was also investigated.25,26 We argued that the corresponding
transient is not due to excited-state relaxation of the complex22
but to dissociation of the complex into arene and molecular I2.24
Walker et al. recently reported27 femtosecond transient
absorption studies on the complex of molecular iodine with
hexamethylbenzene in various solvents. They found the intial
value of the polarization anisotropy also to be low and very
much dependent on the solvent. They interpreted this variation
in terms of different equilibrium structures of the complex.
However, they also pointed out that the direction of the transition
dipole in the CT complex depends very much on the structure
of the complex. Thus, without independent knowledge of this
structure-transition dipole relation one cannot deduce the
structure of the CT complex from the initial value of the
polarization anisotropy.
Very recently, Cheng et al.28 performed a femtosecond mass
spectrometric study of the photodissociation of I2:mes in a
molecular beam. In this experiment the iodine atoms, resulting
from dissociation of the I2:ar complex, were detected by a
technique known as “2+1 REMPI.” An iodine atom rise time
of about 1 ps was found for the complex (750 fs for I2:ben),
which indicates that the excited state is formed on a bound
potential and that the complex lives for a couple of vibrational
periods before it breaks up into products. The relatively slow
reaction rate in a beam was explained in terms of a harpoon
type mechanism, in which charge reorganization occurs in the
transition state before the reaction takes place. The remarkable
difference between the solution and gas phase reaction times
(25 and 1000 fs (I2:mes), respectively) will be addressed in the
light of the new results presented here.
In this paper, a more extensive report of femtosecond transient
absorption measurements will be presented. Results of a
resonance Raman study on the I2:mes complex will be presented
also. Molecular dynamics studies on the structure and dynamics
of the CT complex were also done and will be discussed. A
semiempirical configuration-interaction (CI) calculation was
carried out to obtain information on the strength and the
direction of the transition dipole moment in the I2:ben complex.
Ab initio and molecular dynamics (MD) calculations were used
to study the lifetime and stability of the ground-state complex
in liquid benzene. The photodissociation of I2 in the CT
complex was also modeled by MD simulations, in an attempt
to gain a better understanding of the decay of the polarization
anisotropy. These simulations prove our conjecture of a severely
bent transition state (to explain the anisotropy data) to be wrong.
Yet the calculations suggest a model for the reaction in which
photoselection occurs of oblique ground-state conformations,
which have a structure very similar to the bent transition state
originally proposed. Photoselection of these specific conforma-
tions occurs through the strong dependence of the transition
dipole on the orientation of the I2 molecule with respect to the
arene. Since predominantly bent I2:ar structures are excited,
the I:ben photoproduct experiences a torque in the dissociation
process, which leads to rapid decay of the polarization aniso-
tropy and prevents recombination due to the cage effect.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Details of the
experimental setup are given in section 2, while the results of
both femtosecond and Raman experiments are discussed in
section 3. In section 4 results of calculations are presented on
the relation between the transition dipole moment and the
structure of the I2:ben complex. Section 5 contains results of
molecular dynamics simulations on the stability of the complex
in the ground state and on the dynamics of the photodissociation.
Finally, in section 6, the results of the experimental and
computational results are compared.
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The femtosecond pump-probe experiments were performed
with an amplified CPM dye laser system, described previously.29
Pump pulses at 310 nm were obtained by second-harmonic
generation in KDP. Probe pulses at 620 nm were taken directly
from the amplifier. Probe pulses in other parts of the visible
spectral region were made by continuum generation. Cross
correlations of pump and probe pulses were typically 120-140
fs wide. The sample consisted of a free flowing jet, obtained
by pumping the sample solution through a 500 ím sapphire
nozzle. More details on the pump-probe experiments can be
found in a previous publication.24
The resonance Raman experiments were performed with a
picosecond dye laser, synchronously pumped by a frequency-
doubled mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (Coherent Antares). Its
output was amplified in a two-stage dye amplifier (Spectra-
Physics), pumped by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG regenerative
amplifier operated at 1 kHz. Various laser and amplifier dye
combinations were used to cover the wavelength range from
580 to 710 nm. The picosecond pulses of about 10 íJ were
frequency doubled in a 7 mm BBO crystal. The sample
consisted of a magnetically stirred quartz cell. Care was taken
that the excited region was as close to the stirring magnet as
possible, to avoid heating or sample degradation effects. The
sample solution (o.d.  3) was refreshed after every few spectra,
and it was checked that the sample’s history or lifetime did not
affect the results. To minimize reabsorption of Raman scat-
tering, all experiments were performed in a backscattering
geometry. The depolarized Raman scattered light was spectrally
filtered and dispersed through a triple monochromator system
(Jobin-Yvon S3000) and detected by a photodiode array
equipped with image intensifier (Princeton). Each data point
represents an integrated intensity and was obtained by averaging
the Raman signal over 5 min. The error bars represent the
maximum signal variation during this time. All data were scaled
to the 1000 cm-1 mode of mesitylene, which itself was found
not to be resonance enhanced.
Samples were prepared by dissolving iodine (Merck, resub-
limed) in pure mesitylene (Merck, p.a.) or in mixtures of
mesitylene and alkane, the mesitylene concentration being 20%
by volume. The studied alkanes were n-hexane (Merck, p.a.),
cyclohexane (Merck, p.a.), and n-hexadecane (Janssen). The
concentration of I2 in all cases was about 5  10-3 M. In pure
mesitylene the percentage of I2 molecules exhibiting CT
absorption was estimated to be 85%.9 For the mixed solvent
samples, this percentage is reduced to 60%, as established by
monitoring the intensity of the CT absorption band. When
toluene (Merck, p.a.) was used instead of mesitylene, the
estimated percentages of “CT-active” I2 molecules were 70%
for pure toluene solvent and 45% for the toluene/alkane
mixtures.
3. Results
3.1. Femtosecond Pump-Probe Experiments. The pump-
probe transient of I2 in pure mesitylene, obtained by exciting
in the CT band at 310 nm and probing at 620 nm,24 is displayed
in Figure 1. This probe wavelength falls near the maximum of
the expected I:mes photoproduct.23 Measurements at other
wavelengths indicate that the spectrum of the instantaneous
signal corresponds to the spectrum of the I:mes complex.20,22
The photoproduct signal is found to rise instantaneously, as can
be established by comparing it to the expected signal rise for
instantaneous response (shown as a heavy line in Figure 1).
The time resolution of the experiment poses an upper limit of
25 fs to the dissociation time of the I-I bond. Apparently,
dissociation occurs on a purely repulsive exited-state potential.
The width of the absorption band and its lack of structure would
even allow for a dissociation time as short as 2 fs.
Next to the instantaneous component, a signal with a
subpicosecond rise time is detected. The dotted line in Figure
1 presents a fit to the signal. A time constant of 400 fs is
found.24 As shown in Figure 2, this 400 fs signal is not
accompanied by any spectral change. This precludes an
interpretation where the instantaneous signal is attributed to
excited-state absorption, and the 400 fs built-up time would
reflect the breaking of the I-I bond. Instead, the 400 fs signal
is assigned to the formation of a second “batch” of I:mes
complexes. These are formed by I atoms launched into the
solvent by the dissociation process and which subsequently react
with other mesitylene molecules. Strong support for this
interpretation is provided by the fact that in mixed mesitylene/
alkane solutions no rise in absorption on a 400 fs time scale is
observed. This accords with the notion that in mixed mesity-
lene/alkane solutions there are few free mesitylene molecules
available to with which react. Figure 3 displays this result. The
formation of “secondary” I:mes complexes from its separate
constituents thus is a fast process. It may even be barrierless,
in which case the time constant is completely determined by
diffusion.
The I2 dissociation time in arene solutions is thus found to
be much faster than that in arene clusters, where 1 ps was
obtained for the I2:mes complex.28 It should be noted that a
substantial slowing of photochemical processes in clusters has
been observed for other photochemical systems as well.30
Figure 1. Short-time behavior of the pump-probe signal of I2 in pure
mesitylene. The pump wavelength is 310 nm, the probe wavelength is
620 nm, and the probe is polarized parallel to the pump pulse. The
system response function, obtained by integration of the pump-probe
cross correlation, is given by the heavy line. The dashed line is a fit of
a rising exponential to the data, with a time constant of 400 fs.
Figure 2. Comparison of the signals measured for I2:mes probing at
600 (heavy line), 650 (light line), and 700 nm (dotted line) around t )
0 and around t ) 4 ps. The transients were scaled to each other to
facilitate comparison; clearly, the short-time spectrum is identical to
the one measured at longer time delays.
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barrier-crossing process or enhance curve crossing to a reactive
potential.
Noteworthy is the fact that Figure 1 shows no indication of
fast geminate recombination. As electron donors are known to
catalyze the recombination process of free I atoms,31 a rather
strong cage effect was expected. Its absence here is surprising,
especially in light of the results of Schwartz et al.,3 who found
that fast single-collision geminate recombination is very com-
mon in bond-breaking reactions. The lack of a cage effect in
this reaction should bear directly on the mechanism of the
dissociation process. This will be discussed further when the
results of simulations are compared to the measurements.
A remarkable observation concerns the polarization anisotropy
F of the I:mes photoproduct signal. Figure 4 displays the
measured anisotropies both in pure arene and in mixed mesi-
tylene/cyclohexane solutions. The polarization anisotropy is
defined by32
where S| (S^) represents the intensity of the pump-probe signal
obtained with parallel (perpendicular) polarizations of pump and
probe beams. It is a measure for the alignment of excited and
probed transition dipole moments.32,33 Thus, a rapid loss of
polarization anisotropy means that a fast change occurs in the
angle between the transition dipole in the I:mes complex and
that of the parent I2:mes complex. The heavy solid lines in
Figure 4 represent a biexponential fit for pure mesitylene with
time constants ô1 ) 365 ( 35 fs (80%) and ô2 ) 1.1 ( 0.7 ps
(20%) and a single-exponential fit for a mixed mesitylene/
cyclohexane solution with time constant ô ) 325 ( 65 fs.
The ps decay component observed for pure mesitylene
solutions is assigned to rotational diffusion of the I:mes complex,
although it is a little fast.25,34-36 The 365 fs time scale, however,
is about an order of magnitude too short to be attributed to this
process. We conjectured in an earlier Letter24 that this fast decay
is caused by a forced rotation of the iodine atom:arene complex
induced by the photodissociation process. An alternative option
for the fast decay is secondary iodine atom:arene complex
formation, which proceeds on the same time scale and whose
polarization characteristics will be random. This effect would
certainly lead to a fast decay of the polarization anisotropy. This
option, however, seems to be less likely by the observation that
the polarization anisotropy exhibits ultrafast decay for the mixed
solution as well, where secondary complex formation is of lesser
importance.
As photodissociation-induced rotation of the I:mes photo-
fragment is one of the key issues in this paper, it seems
worthwhile to discuss an experiment that strongly supports this
concept. For this purpose consider the parallel (|) and
perpendicular (^) pump-probe (pu-pr) signals displayed in
Figure 5. These signals pertain to the I2:mes complex in mixed
mesitylene/cyclohexane solution. Note that the signal near zero
delay (overshoot) is due to free iodine. While the | pu-pr signal
in Figure 5 is basically constant, the ^ pu-pr signal grows in
with a risetime of about 270 fs. These observations can only
be reconciled by assuming that two dynamical processes occur
at about the same time scale: a fast rotation of the I:mes
photoproduct and a fast generation of secondary I:mes com-
plexes. For parallel polarization these two processes have an
opposite effect on the pu-pr signal: while rotation of the
primary I:mes complex degrades the signal, formation of
secondary I:mes complexes leads to a rise of it. In this mixed
mesitylene/cyclohexane solution, these effects compensate one
another. For ^ polarization the situation is completely differ-
ent: here rotation of primary I:mes complexes and formation
of secondary I:mes complexes both lead to an increase of the
pu-pr signal. Figure 5 shows that after about 2-3 ps the |
and ^ pu-pr signals merge. The inescapable conclusion of
these experiments must be that the primary I:mes complex
undergoes a fast rotational process immediately after its forma-
tion.
Figure 3. Comparison of the instantaneous and the 400 fs components
of the pump-probe signals probed at 620 nm for I2 in pure mesitylene
solution (solid line) and in a mesitylene/cyclohexane mixture (dotted
line). The difference is due to secondary I:mes product formation in
case of the pure solvent. The signal near zero delay in the mesitylene/
cyclohexane mixture is due to free iodine.
Figure 4. Plot of the polarization anisotropy at 620 nm after excitation
at 310 nm of the I2:mes complex in pure mesitylene solution (solid
noisy curve) and in a mesitylene/cyclohexane mixture (dotted noisy
curve). The heavy solid lines represent a (bi)exponential fit with time
constants given in the text.
F )
S| - S^
S| + 2S^
(2)
Figure 5. Pump-probe spectra on the I2:mes complex in a mixed
mesitylene/cyclohexane solution. The solid curve presents the signal
when pump and probe are parallel polarized. The dotted curve was
obtained for orthogonal polarization of the pump and probe. The pump
wavelength was 310 nm, and the probe wavelength was set at 620 nm.
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complex resulted from the fact that the I-I-mesitylene bending
motion was involved in the reaction coordinate, as was observed
in the photodissociation of iodine cyanide37 and dimethylni-
trosamine.26,38 The activation of this bending motion was also
used to explain the low initial value of F: 0.1. We now believe
that both effects are due to photoselection of bent I2:ar
complexes. This will be further discussed in section 4.
In accordance with earlier findings,22 evidence was found for
a second channel, next to the one leading to I-I dissociation.24
Hilinski and Rentzepis22 assigned the corresponding pump-
probe transient to the positively charged mesitylene radical of
the I2
-:mes+ charge-transfer complex, which they suggested to
be the first product in the reaction. However, the transient
spectrum of I2
-, which is very well-known39,40 and is centered
at 720-740 nm, was not observed. Because of its spectral
characteristics, we assigned the second channel to I2 that is
expelled from the I2:mes complex.24 In view of the scarce
information we have on this (dominant) reaction channel, we
will not discuss it further here. However, future experiments
are planned to further investigate this dissociation route in
greater detail.
Figure 6 shows that for the system I2:tol, similar transient
absorptions were found, be it that the photoproduct now absorbs
maximally at about 500 nm. This is in agreement with the
reported spectrum of the I:tol complex.23 Formation of second-
ary I:tol complexes is also observed, as Figure 6 shows, but at
a slower pace, which is to be expected for a weaker electron
donor such as toluene. Because of the poor quality of the
continuum, it was not possible to measure the polarization
anisotropy of this signal. The signatures of a second photo-
chemical channel are also clearly observed as a 15 ps bleach
recovery at 310 nm. These findings show that the photody-
namics of I2:mes and I2:tol are very similar.
3.2. Resonance Raman Experiments. Resonance Raman
spectroscopy has proven to be an excellent tool for investigation
of ultrafast excited-state dynamics. Especially, the work by
Heller and co-workers41,42 led to a profound grasp of the relation
between resonant Raman intensity and wave packet propagation.
Kinsey and co-workers applied these ideas more quantitatively
to a number of gas phase photodissociation reactions,43-45 thus
providing some beautiful pictures about the dynamics along the
reaction path. Subsequent studies by Mathies and Myers46
demonstrated that the technique could also be applied to liquid
phase dynamics, provided that the system studied has a low
fluorescence quantum yield.
The resonance Raman spectra of I2 in pure mesitylene have
been recorded for excitation wavelengths ranging from 290 to
350 nm, which cover the largest part of the I2:mes CT absorption
band. Although not very pronounced, the stretch vibration of
I2 was observed up to its third overtone; Figure 7 displays a
typical spectrum. For comparison the Raman spectrum of pure
mesitylene is also presented. Noteworthy is the fact that the
first overtone falls into a spectral region that shows strong
resonance enhancement from other CT complex vibrations as
well. We may witness here resonance enhancement of the I-I-
mes bending type motions. Since we have no further informa-
tion on these motions, we have not investigated this spectral
region in detail. The I2 vibrational progression is comparable
to the case of resonance enhancement by the B absorption band
of I2 in the visible region.47
Figure 8 shows the excitation profile of the third overtone,
which is the I2 Raman peak most clearly separated from
mesitylene peaks. The CT transition of I2:mes in this spectral
region is also displayed. Obviously, the intensity of the I2-
stretch vibration does not track the absorption spectrum of the
CT transition, although it is somewhat enhanced.
For a fast (<25 fs) reaction along the I-I internuclear
coordinate, substantial resonance enhancement is expected,41,42
unless the system undergoes curve crossing to a potential surface
that exhibits a small transition dipole with respect to the ground
state. A possible candidate for such a surface is an intermediate
state in the “harpoon” reaction path, discussed by Cheng et al.28
In the harpoon reaction mechanism the sequence of events is
as follows:
Figure 6. Pump-probe transients for I2 in pure toluene (light line)
and toluene/cyclohexane mixture (heavy line), obtained by probing at
500 nm. The secondary product formation in pure toluene occurs on a
picosecond time scale, which is much slower than in case of mesitylene
(Figure 1).
Figure 7. Raman spectrum of I2 in mesitylene, obtained by exciting
at 349 nm. The Raman spectrum of pure mesitylene is given by the
light line. Arrows indicate the I2 Raman lines at the fundamental
vibration frequency at 200 cm-1 and the first three overtones.
Figure 8. Excitation profile of the V ) 4 r V ) 0 Raman transition
(800 cm-1) of the I-I stretching vibration of I2 in mesitylene. The
solid line presents the room temperature absorption spectrum of the
I2:mes complex in mesitylene.
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the excited state is the rate-determining step in case of an
isolated complex. In the liquid state bath fluctuations promote
the complex to this transition state at a rate faster than the
photodissociation process itself. The presence of a solvent bath
thus provides a source of free energy that can drive the reaction
across the barrier. The solvent also provides the possibility to
function as a heat sink for the electronic degrees of freedom,
allowing rapid curve crossing to take place.
The seemingly erratic shape of the excitation profile can be
caused by an excitation energy dependence of the predissociation
efficiency. The rapid curve crossing then leads to a reduction
of resonance enhancement. It is suggestive that the “dips” in
the excitation profile, at around 29 000 and 31 500 cm-1, are
located around the vertical transition energies to two known
excited states of I2.48
4. Charge-Transfer Excitation. In a charge-transfer state,
a net amount of electron density is transferred from a donor to
an acceptor molecule. Mulliken10 was the first to provide a
theoretical description of this effect in terms of a two-level
system consisting of a ground state ¾g and an excited state
¾e:
¾g) a¾(D,A) + b¾(D
+,A
-)
(4) ¾e) a¢¾(D
+,A
-) - b¢¾(D,A)
Here a  a¢, b  b¢, a . b, ¾(D,A) is constructed from donor
and acceptor orbitals, and ¾(D+,A-) is the state where an
electron is transferred. The magnitude of the transition dipole
for the excitation from ¾g to ¾e depends on the constant b,
which is determined by the properties of donor and acceptor
orbitals and their overlap. In the following we will take benzene
as a model for mesitylene and toluene. In view of the small
differences found for I2:mes and I2:tol, we assume the I2:ben
complex to exhibit the same dynamics.
The highest occupied molecular orbital (MO) in benzene is
a doubly degenerate e1g state in the ð system, while the lowest
unoccupied MO in I2 is the 5pó* orbital. For I2 in the axial
position, the point group of the complex is C6V. As pointed
out by Walker et al.,27 this leads to a degenerate transition dipole
which lies in the xy-plane of the benzene ring. Distortion of
the complex from axial symmetry removes the degeneracy of
the excited CT state and leads to a single direction for the in-
plane component of the transition moment. It also generates a
transition moment along the out-of-plane axis, perpendicular
to the ring. For I2 in the resting position, the point group of
the complex is C2V, and the excited CT states are split into two
states with A1 and A2 symmetry. The transition to A1 (along
the z-axis) is allowed, while the transition to A2 is forbidden.
In liquids, many conformations of the I2:ar complex are
present (Vide infra). In order to determine how the transition
dipole moment depends on the various conformations of the
I2:ben complex, a semiempirical configuration-interaction cal-
culation was performed.
The calculations were performed with the ZINDO program49
on a Macintosh II CE CaChe workstation. For every investi-
gated conformation, the lowest 10 excited states were computed.
Two CT transitions (benzene e1g to I2 ó*) were obtained. The
strongest one was located in the spectral region of 280-300
nm, depending on the conformation of the oblique I2:ben
complex. The perturbed visible-iodine transition in the
complex was found around 450 nm. Both predictions are in
fair agreement with experiment. Also, the calculated relative
oscillator strengths (8) of the CT versus the perturbed iodine
transition (averaged over all orientations of the iodine molecule
in an oblique configuration) agree well with experiment.
However, while the relative oscillator strengths are calculated
correctly, the absolute values are off by a factor of 10. This is
a recognized weakness of ZINDO which is caused by the fact
that only a limited basis set is used in the configuration-
interaction calculations. For all oblique conformations of the
I2:ben complex, the in-plane transition moment was found to
be roughly 10 times smaller than the out-of-plane one. The
only exception is the exact axial conformation, where the out-
of-plane transition moment vanishes by symmetry. The splitting
between the A¢ and A¢¢ states in the oblique conformation is at
most 800 cm-1, depending on the orientation of the iodine
molecule.
The CT wave functions and state energies of the I2:ar complex
were calculated as a function of angle between the benzene
symmetry axis and the I2 molecular axis for two types of
conformations. In the first series, the I2 molecule was pivoted
around its center of mass. In the second series, it was rotated
around the I atom nearest to the benzene ring. In both cases a
plane of symmetry was preserved. Figure 9 depicts the oscillator
strength of the strongest CT transition as a function of rotation
angle for both sets of conformations. With the exception of
the axial conformation, the direction of the transition dipole
moment was found to be pointing (within 10°) from the center
of the benzene ring to the I2 center of mass for all investigated
conformations. At zero angle, the oscillator strength is very
small (0.0004). Upon increasing the angle by pivoting around
the I2 center of mass (oblique conformation), the oscillator
strength increases rapidly, reaching a maximum of 0.073 at an
angle of ca. 30°. For larger angles the oscillator strength
decreases, mainly because of the increased distance between
the I2 centroid ó* MO and the overlap region with one of the
benzene e1g orbitals. When the I2 molecule is rotated around
the I atom nearest to the benzene ring, the oscillator strength
increases more slowly, reaching a broad maximum of 0.035 at
an angle of 60°.
When the iodine molecule is rotated over 90° around its center
of mass, the distance from the benzene ring to I2 is larger than
in the equilibrium conformation of the resting structure. To
ascertain that this does not lead to an unrealistically low value
for the oscillator strength at near-resting conformations, a
number of resting conformations with varying I2-benzene
distance were evaluated. It turns out that even at the equilibrium
distance, the oscillator strength of the CT transition is only
0.001.
The conclusion of these calculations therefore is that the
oscillator strength of the I2:ar charge-transfer transition depends
Figure 9. Oscillator strength of the CT transition of I2:ben as a function
of the angle between the 6-fold axis of the benzene ring and the
molecular axis of the I2 molecule. The filled symbols represent the
conformations where the I2 molecule was pivoted around its center of
mass, and the open symbols represent the conformations where the I2
molecule was pivoted around the I atom nearest to the benzene ring.
The axial conformation corresponds to an angle of 0° and the resting
conformation to 90°.
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+ +greatly on the conformation of the complex. The largest
oscillator strength is obtained for the oblique conformation
where the I2 molecule is pivoted around its center of mass,
making an angle of 30° compared to the axial structure. This
result accords with the fact that the more stable complexes in
the I2:ar series, for which the deviation from the fully axial
position is smallest, have the lowest oscillator strengths.9,50 If
a wide distribution of conformations exists, photoselection will
occur in pump-probe experiments of complexes with the largest
transition moment. In other words, the excitation process selects
I2:ar complexes that are bent!
Besides the transition dipole, the energy of the CT state
depends also on the conformation of the I2:ar complex. This
suggests that part of the spectral width of the CT transition is
inhomogeneous in nature and that by changing the excitation
wavelength one selects certain configurations of the CT
complex. Whether photoselection occurs, depends, of course,
on the homogeneous solvent dynamics as well.
5. Molecular Dynamics Simulations
To examine the structure and stability of the I2:ar CT
complexes and simulate the photochemical process, a molecular
dynamics (MD) study was performed. In this section, a brief
summary will be given of the methods and some of the results.
Details of the calculations will be published elsewhere.51 Again
benzene was chosen as a model system for mesitylene and
toluene, because of computational reasons and the fact that a
number of MD simulations exist for pure benzene.18,52,53
The computational study was set up as follows. Ab initio
calculations on the I2:ben and I:ben complexes were performed
using the GAMESS (generalized atomic and molecular elec-
tronic structure system) suite of programs,54 in order to obtain
the necessary force field parameters for the MD simulations.
Both complexes were treated as supermolecules. The core
electrons were taken into account by the effective core potentials
of Hay and Wadt.55 For the I2:ben complex, the restricted
Hartree-Fock self-consistent field (HF-SCF) method was used,
while for the I:ben complex the unrestricted HF-SCF method
was employed. For both complexes, Møller-Plesset second-
order energy corrections were included. Because of the size of
the system, configuration-interaction calculations were not
feasible. The calculations were performed for various confor-
mations of the complexes, as a function of the I-ben or I2-
ben distance. The results were fit to a site-site isotropic
Buckingham-Coulomb potential force field, one for either
complex.
The MD calculations were performed using the GROMACS
(Groningen machine for chemistry simulation) package.56 Two
types of MD runs were performed, which can be classified as
equilibrium runs and photodissociation runs. The equilibrium
runs made use of the force field parameters of the I2:ben
complex. For the photodissociation runs, snapshots from the
equilibrium runs were taken as starting situations. At the time
of I-I bond rupture, the binding potential from the equilibrium
runs was replaced by a repulsive one. At the same time the
force field was switched to that of I:ben.
From the ab initio calculations, the I2:ben complex is found
to be weakly bound in the axial conformation and hardly bound
at all in the resting conformation. The binding energy found
for the axial structure is 737 cm-1, which is in good agreement
with the experimental value17 of 770 cm-1, as well as with the
one calculated by Kochanski and Prissette.15
The equilibrium MD simulations were used to evaluate the
stability of the complexes. The time that an I2 molecule spends
near a particular benzene molecule before moving on to the
next one was, on average, found to be about 0.2 ps. This is a
factor of 3-4 shorter than the one deduced from a Raman study
by Besnard et al.13 However, in view of the simplistic model
used in the analysis of the Raman data, the agreement is
considered satisfactory. A discrepancy between theory and
experiment may also be caused by the inability of the MD
program used to describe varying polarization of the I2 molecule.
Part of the binding energy of the I2:ben complex is caused by
the slight polarization of I2 by benzene.57,58 This effect also
follows from the ab initio results and is incorporated in the MD
force field. However, because of the shifted charge, a benzene
molecule approaching an I2 molecule from the other side will
be slightly repelled by it. In the MD calculations, this effect is
absent and the I2 molecule is free to move from one benzene
molecule to the next.
As input for the photodissociation MD simulations, we need
to assess how much energy may be deposited in the fragments
after photodissociation. This, of course, depends crucially on
the initial and final states involved in the dissociation process.
After bond breaking, the energy available for translational
motion of the fragments, Etrl, varies from 1 to 3 eV, depending
on the exit channel.48 Because of the ultrafast dissociation
process we assumed the reaction to proceed on a one-
dimensional repulsive surface. For this potential an exponential
shape was assumed, with a slope of -Etrl cm-1 Å-1 at the
ground-state equilibrium bond length of 2.67 Å.
To investigate the dynamics of the polarization anisotropy
in the I:ben CT transition, the time evolution of the transition
dipole vector was extracted from the photodissociation runs.
Secondary iodine atom:ben complex formation was also taken
into account by selecting the benzene molecule closest to the
ejected iodine atom as partner for complex formation. The built-
up time in this channel was taken to be 400 fs, in accordance
with the observed secondary complex formation, discussed in
section 3.1 (Figure 1). The transition dipole in the CT complex
was taken to point from the I2 center to the benzene center of
mass. For the I:ben complex, the transition dipole was assumed
to point along the vector connecting the I atom and the benzene
center of mass. This latter assumption is the more questionable
one. First of all, the iodine atom will be slightly displaced after
the iodine-iodine bond is broken. Second, the transition dipole
may not necessarily point along the I:ben center-of-mass
direction. We stress, however, that the transition dipole for I:ben
is not in the benzene plane, for similar reasons as discussed for
the I2:ben case. We thus propose that the probing process is
also selective.
The important point to realize is that while the initial value
of polarization anisotropy is sensitive to these assumptions the
decay of the anisotropy is much less so. The polarization
anisotropy32,33 can be calculated from the angle õ between
excited and probed transition dipoles through the following well-
known relation:24
where t denotes the time elapsed since the beginning of the
dissociation and the brackets denote averaging over all photo-
dissociation runs.
The calculations were performed on oblique I2:ben complexes
with configurations around those that exhibited the largest CT
oscillator strength acccording to our calculations. These MD
runs will be termed “biased” in the remainder of this paper. In
order to mimic this situation, a set of artificial weak bonds was
added between an I2 molecule and a particular benzene molecule
in the equilibrium runs, to restrict axial motion of the I2
molecule within a window of roughly 30 ( 15°. It must be
F(t) ) (3/5)ácos
2 õ(t)ñ - 1/5 (5)
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+ +emphasized that no physical significance may be attributed to
the artificial bonds; they were included only because it is
computationally easier to constrain the conformation in the
calculations than to select the proper conformations afterward.
The polarization anisotropies F(t) as calculated from the MD
simulations for different energies in the fragments are displayed
in Figure 10. This figure shows, not unexpectedly, that the
decay of F(t) strongly depends on the energy deposited into the
fragments. The more energy that is available for translational
motion of the fragments, the faster the decay of the polarization
anisotropy. For energy disposals of 20 000 and 10 000 cm-1,
single-exponential fits to the calculated anisotropies yield decay
times of 102 and 164 fs, respectively. When 5000 cm-1 is put
into fragment motion, the polarization anisotropy decays in about
300 fs, which is close to the experimental time scale. The
calculated initial anisotropy (0.35) agrees fairly well with the
experimental value for a mesitylene/cyclohexane solution, but
not with that of pure mesitylene (Figure 4). This will be
discussed below.
No evidence of caging of the I atoms was observed. After
the excess kinetic energy of the I atoms is transferred to benzene,
which takes roughly 3 ps, the interatomic distance stabilizes
between 7 and 14 Å, which is too large for cage recombination.
6. Discussion
The most direct way to compare simulations and experiments
is through the polarization anisotropy. The decay of the
calculated anisotropy F(t) agrees well with the experimental time
scale when about 5000 cm-1 is deposited as kinetic energy in
the fragments. One should note that the MD calculations were
done for benzene and not for mesitylene for which we have the
experimental data. If the calculations had been done for
mesitylene, one would expect that more energy disposal in the
fragments would be needed to obtain the same decay time of
the polarization anisotropy than for benzene, because of the
larger mass of mesitylene. This implies that the 5000 cm-1
should be considered a lower limit for mesitylene. For the
physics behind the fast decay of the polarization ansiotropy,
the following picture emerges. Upon photodissociation of the
I2:ben complex, the I atom nearest to the benzene moves toward
the latter, pushes it away, and thereby forces it to rotate, although
it is hindered by the other benzene molecules. This forced
rotation causes the rapid decay of the polarization anisotropy.
In this picture, it is not necessary to invoke a bent transition
state;24 rather, one can see it as a “cat flap” mechanism on a
molecular scale. As the calculated time scale corresponds well
to the experimental one, it is warranted to conclude that
photoselection of bent molecules is the crucial factor to explain
the rapid decay of the polarization anisotropy.
The MD simulations overestimate the initial anisotropy
(Figure 4). This discrepancy could be due to the fact that the
notion of an isolated I2:ben complex in pure benzene is
oversimplified. It is not unlikely that the iodine molecule in
the I2:ben complex interacts in a significant way also with other
nearby benzene molecules. This effect would counteract the
predicted dependence of the oscillator strength on the conforma-
tion of the CT complex and thus act against photoselection as
well. Preliminary MD simulations in which all I2:ben configu-
rations are given equal weight indeed yield a lower initial
anisotropy.
The observed initial anisotropy of 0.34 ( 0.06 of I:mes in
cyclohexane agrees well with the idea that the transition dipoles
in I2:mes and I:mes are parallel. The fact that anisotropy decays
on the same fast time scale as in pure mesitylene confirms the
idea that this decay is due to forced rotation of the I:mes
complex and not to secondary I:mes complex formation.
Although the secondary complexes have a distinct contribution
to the polarization anisotropy, their effect on the overall signal
is limited. This is caused by the finite built-up time of these
complexes, which is of the same order of or slower than the
decay of the anisotropy itself. These results will be discussed
in a future paper on MD simulations of the I2:ben complex.51
The rotational energy that is initially deposited in the I:mes
photoproduct can be estimated by using a model that was
developed to describe the reversible dephasing of a rotational
wave packet in a gas phase molecule.59 From this model, it
follows that the average rotational energy is
where B is the rotational constant of the fragment and ô is the
dephasing time of the rotational wave packet. By equating ô
with the observed depolarization time constant of 365 fs and
by estimating B ) 0.02 cm-1 for the rotational constant of the
I:mes fragment, we calculate áErñ  2000 cm-1. This is about
80% of the kinetic energy that one photofragment has available
after the dissociation. According to the MD calculations, the I
atom uses the remaining kinetic energy to move out of the
solvent cage; this is transferred to the environment on a 3 ps
time scale. Note that the application of eq 6 is warranted only
when the rotational motion of the photoproduct is inertial.
Optical Kerr-effect measurements show that this assumption is
valid for the first few hundred femtoseconds in benzene
liquid.35,60
The model presented for the photodissociation reaction
accounts also for the absence of fast geminate recombination
of the I:ar and I atom fragments. Due to the forced rotation of
the I:ar fragment, the products are not able, before escaping
from the solvent cage, to regain the proper position for a reunion.
This is confirmed by the simulation; the I atoms leave the
solvent cage on the same time scale as that on which the rotation
takes place, in a few hundred femtoseconds, and do not return.
In the unbiased photodissociation runs,51 escape from the
solvent cage also occurs. If the I atom does not collide head-
on with a benzene ring, there is enough space for the I atom to
move relatively unhindered between the benzene molecules. This
can be understood from the structure of the benzene liquid, in
which quadrupole-quadrupole interactions dominate.61 This
Figure 10. Polarization anisotropy F(t) for the I:ben photoproduct
calculated from molecular dynamics simulations for different energy
disposals in the fragments. Each curve is based on 100 runs. From
bottom to top the energy disposal is 20 000 (solid line), 10 000 (dashed
line), and 5000 cm-1 (dotted line). The light line through the upper
curve presents a single-exponential fit with a time constant of 300 fs.
The calculations were done for selected (biased) oblique conformations
of the complex (see text).
áErñ  4.8
(B/cm
-1)(ô/ps)
2 cm
-1 (6)
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+ +stabilizes the T-stack arrangement of the benzene molecules,
which leaves large holes in the structure of the liquid.
7. Conclusions
From femtosecond transient absorption studies on I2:ar CT
complexes in different solvents, it is confirmed that photodis-
sociation of molecular iodine in these weakly bound CT
complexes occurs within 25 fs. The photoselected complexes
have a bent structure with the iodine molecule rotated by 30°
from the axial position. Since resonance Raman spectraswhile
exciting into the charge-transfer bandsexhibit little resonance
enhancement for the I2 vibration, rapid curve crossing is assumed
to occur from the initially excited charge-transfer state to a lower
state, from which dissociation takes place. The suggested
harpoon mechanism for this reaction would allow for such an
intermediate “dark” state. The observed rapid decay of the
polarization anisotropy in the absorption transient of the I:ar
product is ascribed to forced rotation of the I:ar product induced
by energy disposal in the fragments following the photodisso-
ciation process. Molecular dynamics simulations confirm the
earlier suggested fragility of the I2:ar complex and yield a proper
time scale for the decay and initial value of the polarization
anisotropy, provided about 5000 cm-1 is released into the
fragments. Future research on this system will center on the
concurrent reaction path in which molecular iodine is ejected;
especially, the question whether or not I2 is vibrationally excited
will be investigated. Full understanding of the photophysics
of this prototype charge-transfer system remains the ultimate
goal of our efforts. The present work shows that MD simula-
tions can play an important role in the interpretation of ultrafast
spectroscopic experiments as well as stimulate thinking about
new experiments.
Note Added
Shortly after this paper had been submitted, two papers came
out on the iodine-arene charge-transfer complex. Pullen et al.62
reported on femtosecond pump-probe studies of the iodine:
mes complex. Many of their findings accord with ours,24 but
there are also some significant differences. For instance, they
find much longer decay times of the polarization anisotropy
than those reported by us, a different branching ratio for iodine
bond breaking versus iodine expulsion from the I2:mes complex,
and substantial geminate recombination of I atoms with the
I:mes complex. These facts accord with the notion that with
excitation at 400 nm (Pullen et al.), about 7000 cm-1 less energy
is available for deposition in the fragments than for excitation
at 310 nm. Pullen et al.62 point out also that secondary I:mes
complex formation might be responsible for the ultrafast decay
of the polarization anisotropy reported in ref 24. In this paper
we have shown that this effect, although certainly present, has
little impact on the decay of the polarization anisotropy. Cheng
et al.63 recently reported an update on their photodissociation
studies of the I2:ben complex in the gas phase, detecting the
ejected iodine atoms by mass spectrometric techniques. They
show that the low translational energy disposal in the iodine
atoms is consistent with a harpoon mechanism for dissociation
of the I2:ben complex. The very different reaction rate observed
in the gas phase for I2:mes (1 ps) compared to that in solution
(25 fs) suggests that barrier crossing to the exit channel(s) is
stimulated by the presence of a heat bath. It is also possible
that solvation has lowered a barrier to a reaction path in solution
that is not accessible in the gas phase.
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